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A Brief
History of A.I.
1950's Computers
process concepts as
well as data: the first
laboratories and
conferences focusing
on artificial
intelligence are
organized.
1960's Advances
include industria!
robots; an expert
system that maps the
structure of complex
chemicals; robot
vision; and simple
voice recognition.

Jordan B. Pollack, a Brandeis University researcher and founder of Thinmail, helped create
the first machine to design and rnanufacrure other machines with virtually no human help.

Artificial Intelligence
For the New Millennium
A Revolution More Bland Than Kuprick's '2001'
By BARNABY

J. FEDER

Ashley Scott and Jude Law
in the new film "A.I.: Artificial Intelligence,"

For those wondering when artificial intelligence will
truly take root, here's a bulletin: it already has.
Artificial intelligence is now a regular academic disci~
pline. It is already embedded in many everyday
products.
And it helps businesses sort through and make sense of huge
databases.
Even so, a controversy
erupts with each step roward
the day when machines might be said to surpass humans in
intelligence
- a day that some say will trumpet progress
for humanity. but that others say will court disaster.
"The cgncept scares people," said Jordan B. Pollack. a
Brandeis University
researcher
who found himself
in the limelight last year as co-creator of the first
machine to design and manufacture
other ma~
chines with virtually no human help.
But Mr. Pollack knows better than most
that although yesterday's
release of the futuris~
tic film "AJ." is likely to stir up such fears,
artificial intelligence
has already seeped into
many corners of daily life.
Last year, Mr. Pollack branched out from
his research
roots to found ThinmaiJ, a ven~
lure that provides users of wireless devices
with an intelligent electronic assistant
capa~
bIe of tasks like translating
documents
into
simple rext and diverting bulky attachments
to fax machines.
Thinmail
is just one of countless
businesses that use machine intelligence, whether
to guide missiles,
detect credit card fraud,
diagnose
medical problems,
or make toys
more entertaining.
Automated: money man~
agement
and trading systems
manage .an
estimated
$1 trillion in pension funds and
other investments.
While few people see any
connection of all this to the machines
Mr.
Pollack is researching
in his lab, much less
the robots of science fiction, their variety
and the pace of their development
is clear~
Iy shaping social and economic life.
"An A.T.M. is not very intelligent, but
it puts bank tellers out of work," Mr.
Pollack said. "It earns a living."
Just how much of a living is anybody's guess. "I haven't seen an esti-
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the vision

of Stanley Kubrick and Steven Spielberg.

Its potential

for shaping how robots are
viewed is being compared

to

Kubrick's 1968film, "2001:
A Space Odyssey."

Bl

1970's
Computers,
learning from
experience, evolve
their own rules of
behavior; language
analyzers draw valid
inferences irom
newspaper articles;
and a computer
becomes the world
backgammon
champion.
1980's Fuzzy !ogic, a
form of analysis based
on assigning varying
weight to data, is used
by industry; expert
sysiems .Expand
rapidly; huge
databases are used in
a search for complex
patterns in financic:.!
markets and the
weather; and veniure
capital pours in as
expectations
outdistance
performance.
1990's Though the
term is rarely used.
artificial intelligence
advances on every
iron! - includina
chess, with a ~
computer for the first
time beating the world
champion

An Artificial Intelligence,
For the New Millennium
ming techniques t!J represent attitudes, moods, temperament and oth-.er emotional states.
mate of the market value of A.!.
Many researchers and entrepreproducts in years because it's be· neurs with
artificial-intelligence
come part of the landscape ...• said products say they hope the movie
Curt Hall, a software analyst with will be the occasion for a national
the Cutter Consortium. a research
crash course on how far the technolfirm in Arlington, Mass., who has ogy has come. The technology had a
followed the technology since the notably rocky commercial debut in
1980's.
the 1970's and 1980's. Fortunes were
The numbers are elusive in part
invested and lost in robotics. in mabecause artificial intelligence is
chine
viSion systems and in software
spread across a variety of disciplines
known as expert systems that tried
that overlap and, in some cases, start
to
reduce
human expertise to collecfrom conflicting premises about how
humans think. They include the abili- tions of rules that machines could
follow.
ty to understand and manipulate lanIn some cases, like Digital Equipguage; make sense of what can be
seen, heard or felt; find useful pat- ment's software package XCON (for
expert
configurer), which helped
terns in data; and draw conclusions
based on rules and experience. Other customers choose among many options
for
computer systems, proattributes include an ability to respond to environmental changes grams initially hailed as great successes
·proved
(0 be embarrassingly
without human. intervention or
evolve through selecting the best re- limited and expensive as the number
of
rules
they
juggled
swelled. AutosuJ[s from random mutation.
No product puts everything in one makers were dismayed to discover
that
expert
systems
they
developed
package the way science fiction reto help manufacture cars had to go
peatedly envisions it, but researchthrough
extensive
overhauls
every
ers are increasingly stacking several
of them together. said Joseph Sirosh, time the models changed.
The Nobel Prize-winning econoexecutive director of the Advanced
Technology Solutions Group at HNC mist Herbert Simon predicted in 1965
Software Inc. HNC,a publicly traced
company based in San Diego, is best
known for its Falcon SOftware,which
is used by banks to scan more than 12
million credit card transactions a
day for unusual patterns that might
signal fraud. The software is estimated to save them $500 million an~
nually.
Most computer experts expect
public fascination with artificial intelligence to surge with the fanfare
surrounding the release of "A.I.: Ar_....
tificial Intelligence," the sci-fi film that by 1~80 machmes will be cap~:
vision of Stanley Kubrick and Steven ble of domg any work man can do.
Spielberg that some have described
When that. year . r~ll~d around.
as Pinocchio meets robotics. Some thOUgI),a penod of dlminIshed expecsuspect the impact will be comparatations known as "A.I!s winter" had
ble to 1968.when Kubrick's "2001: A set in. Several start-ups failed. and
Space Odyssey" made HAL the some big corporations reduced their
world-famous symbol of deadly programs.
thinking machines.
Some technology managers still
Today's theatergoers will emerge
associate artificial intelligence with
with a reality check aU around them. the hype of that era, said Steven A.
in the form of numerous university
Ward, founder and chief executive of
programs that teach artificial intelli- the Ward Systems Group in Fredergence and the many businesses that ick. Md. Ward Systems began marembed such concepts in their prod- keting a form of artificial intelIiucts. ~ut the artificial-intelligence
gence software known as neural networld IS so frag.ment~ that some works in 1988.Such products, which
experts f~ar the.him willle~ve many try to mimic human learning, make
people WIth mIstaken notions that projections about, say. how markets
CO~ldslow de.velopmenr.
.
.
will move or when a manufacturing
My fear ~ that the ~0V:JL w.J.1l..
-:process wiUbreak::'down.
make the subJe~t too cute, saId R?n"When en ineers wh want to buy
aId R. Yager, dIrector of the Machme
g
_0
.
Intelligence Institute at lana College. the product tell us that terms. l~ke
"Serious people would become A.I. and ne.ural n~twork ~re raIsmg
afraid to associate themselves with red flags WiththeIr superIors, we tell
the technology."
them to ca~ it ,~ultivariable nonl~nSimilarly, some vendors of intelli- ~ar .modeh~g, Mr; Ward said.
gent softw.are fear that an explosion
TheIr superIor:. won t have the fogof interest could produce a flood of giest notion of what it is, but it sounds
shaky business schemes and prod- traditional."
ucts dressed up as artificial intelliOn the other hand, a growing num~
gence. "When y.0u get the circus, you ber of bUSinesses, led by the video
get the clowns," said Konrad Feld- game industry. appear to view the
man, head of American operations of use of artificial intelligence as a sellSearchspace, a British vendor of ing point. After aU. their mostly
multimillion-dollar software agents young customers have no memories
that continually examine databases
of the disappointments in the 1980's.
and online activity.
Richard Stottler, whose San Mateo.
Others are more hopeful, suggest-. Calif., company, Stottler Henke Assoing that ."A:I." .might awaken v~n- ciates, helps clients add artificial inture c.apaaiists to the 70m~erclal
telligence to their products, said that
potentl~ of resear~h projects m.con- a marriage counseling firm, a comt~overs~aI areas hk~ th~ em?t1onal pany that reviews highway designs
dlme~siOns of machme mtelhgence. and a trouble-shooting service for
The .f1IT?asks what would become of computer network operators aU plan
a childlIke robot programmed ~olove to stress this feature in their marketa hUman mother. As unnervmg as .
the results depicted are for both the mg.
robots and humans, researchers said
Veterans of the .lo~g push ~o ~x"A.I." could build support for today's pa~d and commerctahze machme mmore mundane goals of using pro- ~elhgence say that efforts to market
grammed emotional capabilities to It have o~ten been confoun~ed by the
make Web sites, tutorial software
tendency of e~perts continually to
and products like cars more respon- raise the threshold of what they con~
sive and engaging.
sider true artificial intelligence.
"The movie could propel what I'm
Raymond Kurzweil, a researcher
doing at an exponential rate." said and entrepreneur whose involveCindy Mason, a researcher at the ment began when he was a teenager
University of California at Berkeley in the 1960's,said, HOncea technique
who has been developing programworks, it's no longer considered A.I."
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Even in 2001;
machines still don't
pose a threat to life
as we know it.

